Lesson 2

Unit 1

Continue learning your vocabulary unit. Read each word and its definition. Use the space below each
word to write a synonym, write a sentence containing the word, draw a picture, or use some other
device to help you commit the definitions to memory. You will have a vocabulary quiz in Lesson 5.

 deplore (v) express strong disapproval of; regret strongly; lament, bemoan

 efface (v) remove completely from recognition or memory; erase, obliterate

 enmity (n) a state of deep-seated ill-will; hostility, antagonism

 exult (v) feel extreme happiness or elation; express great joy; rejoice, jubilate

 frivolous (adj) not serious in content, attitude, or behavior

 gratuitous (adj) without cause; unnecessary or unwarranted; needless

 improvident (adj) not given careful consideration; shortsighted
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Unit 9 Quiz

You can study your words before you take this quiz, but you MUST put them away before you take
the quiz. Cheaters get ZERO points for their quiz. Check your answers and record your score on your
grade sheet.

Circle the letter that contains the word that best fits.
1.

The desert’s _______ environment can still support life.
a. formidable

b. ghastly

c. arid

d. jocular

2. Her _______ request was swiftly denied.
a. outrageous

b. decrepit

c. taut

d. beset

3. He bought her flowers to try to _______ his wrong.
a. emulate

b. rectify

c. beset

d. coddle

4. The height _______ between my brother and I is extreme.
a. wretchedness

b. exodus

c. disparity

d. malady

5. A synonym for laziness.
a. candor

b. indolence

c. jocular

d. contraband

Fill in the blank with the word that best fits.
6. To let off the hook is to

.

7. Something that is worn and broken down by hard use is

.

8. An opponent you’re fearful of facing might be described as

.

9. Something characterized by jokes and good humor is
10. An antonym of condemn might be

.
.
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Unit 13 Practice

Fill in the crossword puzzle with your vocabulary words. Study for your vocabulary quiz tomorrow.
Make sure you know your words. Study ideas: read them out loud, copy the ones you are unsure of,
have someone quiz you, use the words in conversation.

Across:
2. lacking interest or significance or impact
4. acts of lying or cheating or stealing
11. celebrate by some ceremony or observation
13. devote oneself fully to
14. selecting what seems best of various styles
15. harsh or corrosive in tone
17. the time when something ends
18. a comedy of broad satire
19. annoy persistently

Down:
1. used to show disapproval
3. unpleasantly loud and harsh
5. intense aversion
6. tediously repetitious; lacking in variety
7. acceptance without protest
8. a force that moves something along
9. exceedingly harmful
10. a person who pleads for a cause
12. violently agitated and turbulent
16. crouch or curl up
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Unit 20 Practice

Find your vocabulary words in the word search. As you find each one, repeat its definition. Look it
up if you can’t remember it. Study for your vocabulary quiz tomorrow. Make sure you know your
words. Study ideas: read them out loud, copy the ones you are unsure of, have someone quiz you, use
the words in conversation.

absurd

dialogue

hieroglyphic

prefer

admonish

dissect

interrupt

quota

annual

employee

mollify

reverent

boycott

festive

nuisance

synopsis

chastity

gargoyle

parasite

trivial
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Units 19-21 Review

Find a partner to help you with this review game. See if you can guess the vocabulary word in ten
guesses or less. Guess letters one at a time for each word and have your partner fill them in or let you
know they’re not in the word.

Hint: interfere

Hint: violent agitation

Hint: indispensable

Hint: nearest

Hint: showing profound respect

Hint: like better

Hint: expressing offensive reproach

Hint: expensive vessel

Hint: every year

Hint: express indirectly

